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The Isobaric Analog State in $^8$B is confirmed to decay by two-proton emission to the Isobaric Analog State in $^6$Li, which emits a 3.563 MeV gamma ray. Upper limits on the yield to isospin breaking decay channels are also reported. The three-body correlations from the two-proton decay from $^8$B$_{IAS}$ to $^6$Li$_{IAS}$ are statistically different than the two-proton decay of its isospin partner, $^8$C$_{g.s.}$.
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Proton-rich nuclei beyond the proton drip line will decay by the emission of charged particles. In some cases these nuclei will decay by emitting two protons in a single step, i.e. $2p$ decay. In a recent paper we showed that the ground state of $^8$C, the mirror of the 4-neutron halo system $^3$He, has a very unusual decay [1]. It decays by $2p$ emission to the ground state of $^6$Be, the mirror of another neutron halo system $^4$He. The $^6$Be nucleus itself undergoes $2p$ decay, and thus $^8$C undergoes two sequential steps of $2p$ decay. In this work we will examine the decay of the isobaric analog state (IAS) of $^8$C in $^8$B. In Ref. [1] we presented evidence that this state also undergoes $2p$ decay to the isobaric analog state of $^6$Be in $^6$Li. This would be the first case of $2p$ decay between IAS states and this decay would be the analog of the first $2p$-decay step of $^8$C$_{g.s.}$, in both cases the $2p$ decay is between $T=2$ and $T=1$ states.

Prompt two-proton emission was originally thought to occur only when one-proton decay was energetically forbidden [2]. However this definition has been extended to democratic $2p$ decay, where $1p$ decay is energetically allowed but where the $1p$ decay energy is of the same magnitude as the width of the $1p$ daughter [3]. The confirmation of the $2p$ decay of the $^8$B$_{IAS}$ would further extend this to a third class of $2p$ emitters where $1p$ decay is energetically allowed, but isospin forbidden.

With increasing mass, $^{12}$O is the next known $2p$ emitter after $^8$C. Its isobaric analog state in $^{12}$N has also been ascribed to this new third class of $2p$ emitters [4] decaying to the isobaric analog state in $^{10}$B. In both $^8$B$_{IAS}$ and $^{12}$N$_{IAS}$ decay, the daughter isobaric analog states decay by $\gamma$ emission, but in both studies [1, 4] the $\gamma$ ray was not detected allowing a small uncertainty to our interpretation of the decay sequence and thus in the existence of this third class of $2p$ decay. This deficiency is remedied in the present work where the $2p$ decay of $^8$B$_{IAS}$ is revisited and the $\gamma$ ray from the decay of the $^6$Li$_{IAS}$ daughter is observed. In addition we measure the correlations between the decay products and compare them to those previously determined for the $2p$ decay of $^8$C$_{g.s.}$.

A primary beam of $^{16}$O ($E/A = 150$ MeV) was extracted from the Coupled Cyclotron Facility at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan State University with an intensity of 175 pA. This beam impinged on a $^9$Be production target and a secondary beam of $^9$C ($E/A = 68$ MeV) was selected using the A1900 fragment separator. The secondary beam had an intensity of $1.2 \times 10^5$ pps and a $^9$C purity of 52% with the main contaminant being $^6$Li.

The $^9$C secondary beam bombarded a 1-mm-thick $^9$Be target. The charged particles produced in this second interaction were detected in the High Resolution Array (HiRA) [5]. For this experiment, the array consisted of 14 $\Delta E-E$ [Si-CsI(Tl)] telescopes located 85 cm downstream of the target, subtending polar angles from $2.0^\circ$ to $13.9^\circ$ in the lab. The telescopes were arranged in five towers with a 2-3-4-3-2 arrangement. The center tower had a small gap between the two innermost telescopes to allow for the unreacted beam to pass through. Each telescope consisted of a 1.5-mm-thick, double-sided Si strip $\Delta E$ detector followed by a 4-cm-thick CsI(Tl) $E$ detector. The $\Delta E$ detectors are $6.4$ cm x $6.4$ cm in area with each of the faces subdivided into 32 strips. Each of the 14 HiRA detector modules has 4 CsI(Tl) $E$ detectors, each spanning a quadrant of the preceding Si $\Delta E$ detector. Signals produced in the Si were processed in one of two ways. For the two detectors immediately above and below the beam, the signals were amplified using external charge-sensitive amplifiers (CSAs) and then resistively split into low- and high-gain channels before being processed by the HINP16C chip electronics [6]. This provided roughly six times the dynamic range of the other
FIG. 1. (Color Online) Set of levels relevant for the decay of the IAS in $^8$B. The levels are labeled by their spin-parity ($J^\pi$) and isospin (T) quantum numbers. Colors indicate isospin allowed transitions. The width of the $J^\pi = 7/2^-$ state in $^7$Be is not known, but assumed to be wide as in the mirror.

The other Si detectors were processed with the HINP16C chip electronics and amplified with CSAs internal to the chip. Signals from the CsI(Tl) detectors were processed using conventional electronics. HiRA Si detectors were calibrated using a $^{228}$Th alpha source and the CsI(Tl) detectors were calibrated using proton and $N = Z$ cocktail beams each with energies of 55 and 75 MeV/A.

Gamma rays were measured in coincidence with charged particles using the CAESium-iodide scintillator ARray (CAESAR) [7]. In this experiment CAESAR comprised 158 CsI(Na) crystals covering the polar angles between 57.5° and 142.4° in the lab. The first ring(A) and the last two rings (I,J) of CAESAR in its nominal configuration were removed due to space constraints. Calibrations of CAESAR were performed using $^{88}$Y, AmBe, $^{60}$Co, and $^{22}$Na sources.

From the decay scheme shown in Fig. 1 one can see that one-nucleon decay from the IAS in $^8$B is either energy allowed but isospin forbidden ($p$), or isospin allowed but energy forbidden ($n$). Two-proton decays to the ground and first excited states of $^6$Li are also energy allowed but isospin forbidden. The only energy and isospin allowed decay mode is 2$p$ decay to the IAS in $^6$Li which is known to decay by emitting a 3.563-MeV $\gamma$ ray [8].

The reconstructed excitation-energy distribution of $^8$B fragments from detected $2p + ^6$Li events is shown in Fig. 2(a). The excitation energy was calculated based on the assumption that the detected $^6$Li fragment was produced in its ground state. The only state in $^6$Li with any significant gamma-decay branch is the IAS ($T=1$) state at 3.563-MeV. The narrow peak at 7.06±0.020 MeV from the reconstructed particle energies was observed previously [1] and was assigned as the IAS in $^8$B at an excitation energy of 10.61 MeV assuming the decay populated the IAS in $^6$Li. The spectrum of $\gamma$ rays in coincidence with the reconstructed $2p + ^6$Li events satisfying gate G1 in Fig. 2(a) is shown in Fig. 3. The $\gamma$-ray energies are corrected for nearest neighbor scattering and are Doppler-corrected eventwise. The spectrum has two main peaks, one at 3.56 MeV and another 511 keV lower. As a 3.563 MeV $\gamma$ ray has a high probability for pair-production, the $\gamma$-ray spectrum is consistent with a single $\gamma$-ray of energy 3.563 MeV, confirming the IAS-to-IAS decay path. Adding the 3.563 MeV $\gamma$ ray energy to the centroid of
the peak in Fig. 2(a), gives us a total excitation energy of 10.614±0.020 MeV which is consistent with the tabulated value of 10.619±0.009 MeV[8].

While the γ ray following the 2p decay of 12N_{IAS} was not measured in Ref. [4], the decay scheme is logically the same as for 8B_{IAS}. The present measurement for 8B_{IAS} therefore provides support for the assigned decay path for 12N_{IAS} [4].

In light nuclei, isospin violation at the few percent level is not uncommon. Therefore it is not surprising that we also see weak decay branches from 8B_{IAS} to the low-lying T=0 levels in 6Li. From the correlations between the decay products, the 2p+d+α exit channel is studied as well, Fig 2(b). The channel is populated mostly by an isospin-forbidden 2p decay to the J=3+ excited state of 6Li which subsequently decays to a d+α pair. There is also a hint of 2p decay directly to 6Li_{g.s.}, Fig. 2(a). After correction for detector efficiencies, the decays through these channels have yields no more than: 10% (2p+d+α) and 11% (2p+6Li_{g.s.}) relative to the isospin-conserving decay. No evidence was observed for isospin-forbidden decay to the p+7Be channel. At the 3σ level, we deduce an upper limit of 7.5% for this decay.

We now turn to the three-body correlations in the 2p decays of 8B_{IAS} and its isospin partner 6C_{g.s.}. In principle nine momentum variables are needed to describe a three-body decay. Of these, three describe the center-of-mass motion, three describe the Euler rotation of the decay plane (for J = 0 systems all orientations are quantum-mechanically identical), and the three-body decay energy is fixed. Thus we are left with two remaining variables to describe the correlations. Convenient choices for these variables are the fractional part of the total kinetic energy associated with the relative motion of two particles, reconstructed to the correct invariant mass of the two fragments (E_x/E_T) and the angle between the relative momentum vector between the core and one of the protons, and the Jacobi T system has the relative momentum vector between the two protons. Further description of the two systems can be found in Refs. [9, 10].

The energy and angular correlations in both the Jacobi T and Y coordinates are shown in Fig. 4 for 8B_{IAS} decay (left) and the first step of 6C_{g.s.} decay (right). In order to determine the three-body correlations in the first step of 6C_{g.s.}, we required that one and only one of the six possible pairs of protons, together with the α particle, reconstructed to the correct invariant mass of the 6Be intermediate [1]. This event selection places some uncertainty on the extracted correlations due to a background of misassigned pairs of protons from the first and second 2p-decay steps. This background is expected

FIG. 4. (Color Online)Projected three-body correlations from the decay of 8B_{IAS} to the 2p+6Li_{IAS} exit channel in the (a)(c) T and (b)(d) Y Jacobi systems. Energy correlations are shown in (a) and (b), angular correlations in (c) and (d). The right panel shows the same as the left, but now the correlations are associated with the first step of 6C_{g.s.} decay to 2p+6Be.
Fig. 4(e-h). In the Jacobi T energy distribution for $^8$C$_{g.s.}$ decay, Fig. 4(e), an enhancement at low relative proton energies, a region often called the "dipronon" region, is observed. The Jacobi T energy distributions for the decay of the isospin partner $^8$B$_{IAS}$ are shown by the dashed curves in Fig. 4(a). Distortions due to the detector acceptance and resolution are expected to be small and of similar magnitude for $2p$ decay of $^6$Be and $^8$C [1, 12]. One observes two broad features at low and high relative energies, corresponding to so called "diproton" and "cigar" configurations. However, the enhancement of the dipronon region seen for $^8$C decay, is not observed for $^8$B$_{IAS}$ decay.

The Jacobi Y energy distributions for $^8$B$_{IAS}$ decay and $^8$C$_{g.s.}$ decay are shown in Fig. 4(b) and (f) respectively. In a three-body decay, the two protons should have approximately equal energies as this maximizes the product of their barrier penetration factors [2]. This is evidenced by the observation of a single peak at $E_x/E_T$=0.5 in the proton-core relative-energy spectrum (Jacobi Y system) and suggests that these are prompt $2p$ decays. As was seen for $^8$B$_{g.s.}$, the Jacobi Y $E_x/E_T$ and Jacobi T $E_x$ distributions contain the same information, complementary to the Jacobi Y $E_x$ and Jacobi T $E_x/E_T$ plots.

We have confirmed that IAS-to-IAS $2p$ decay can become the dominate decay mode when all one-nucleon emission channels are either energy or isospin forbidden. The three-body correlations from the two-proton decay of $^8$B$_{IAS}$ to $^6$L$_{IAS}$ were measured and found to be statistically different from its isospin partner $^8$C$_{g.s.}$. This difference is of uncertain origin. While it may reflect an initial-state difference, it could also result from distortions of the long-range Coulomb interaction which must be followed out to tens of thousands of fm in $2p$ decay theory [13]. While both decay initially to three charged particles, the $^8$Be from the decay of $^8$C$_{g.s.}$ will further decay to $2p+\alpha$ within a few hundred fm of the initial decay, well within the range of the distorting final-state Coulomb interaction. Thus it is possible that the ultimate five-body final state distorts the measured correlations between the reconstructed fragments of the first three-body decay of $^8$C$_{g.s.}$, a distortion that would not be present for $^8$B$_{IAS}$. An additional difference is that the lifetime of $^8$C$_{g.s.}$ is shorter than that of $^8$B$_{IAS}$ creating the potential that the former is more sensitive to the nucleon knock-out reaction mechanism creating it [14].
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